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POSITIVE 1>ЮТВВШ1С!£ SQEEHBS Ш SEECTSAL
CODES

DODATNIE 3CHEMATY RflŻHICOWE V KODACH SPEKTRALNYCH

ПОЛОЖИТЕЛЬНЫЕ КОНЕЧНО-РАЗНОСТНЫЕ СХЕИЫ

В СПЕКТРАЛЬНЫХ ПРОГРАММАХ

Teresa Kulikcwska

Abatract

In the paper & new finite difference scheme assuring
positivlty of solutions in spectral codes oased upon the
Greuling Goertzel approximation is developed. The method
can be adopted in any code of this type without changing
the execution time and storage requirements. The method
has been applied in the Algol version of the BIGG code
and found advantageous in the case of comparatively wide
lethargy intervals when the standard central difference
formulas could lead to instabilities.

¥ pracy przedstawiono nowy schemat różnicowy dla ko-
dów spektralnych opartych na modelu spowalniania Greulinga
-Goertzela. Schemat ten rozwiązuje dokładnie równania na
gęstość spowalniania zapewniając dzięki temu dodatniość



otrzymywanych rozwiązań oraz zwiększając ich dokładność.
Je at szczególnie korzystny przy stosunkowo dużych grupowych
przedziałach energetycznych.

Nowa metoda może być zastosowana do każdego kodu tego
typu bes przedłużania czasu wykonywania obliczeń i w ramach
dotychczasowej organizacji programu oraz wymagań odnośnie
pamięci maszyny.

Аннотация

Работа посвящена улучшении конечно-разностной схемы,
применяемой в многогрупных программах спектральных:, бази-
рующих на модели замедления Грейлина-Герцеля.

Схема предложена автором решает точно уравнения на
плотность замедления. На основании этой схемы работает
новая алголовая версия программы Ы£б , которая повышает
точность получаемых до тех пор решений и обеспечивает
их положительность.

Новая схема легко применяется к любой программе ре-
шающей уравнения Грейлинга-Герцеля, не увеличивая времени
вычислений и требований относительно памяти машины.



1. Ш Т В О Ш С Т Ю Н

Several commonly used spectral codes apply the Greuling
Goertzel alovlng down model that leads to the first order
differential equations for the slowing down density and the
so called anisotropic slowing down density. These aqua clone
are solved either for the slowing down densities of each
element present in the composition separately, or for the
total slowing down density. The differential Greuling Goertzel
equations are used for elements not heavier than aluminium.

In the computer realisation the Greuling Goertzel equa-
tions are replaced by their finite difference approximation
with the functions represented usually by a central differe-
nce echeme.

This type of approximation say have о ec ilia ting solu-
tions for large ratios of the lethargy interval to the
Greuling Goertzel parameter. Since these solutions have a
direct physical interpretation, the negative values should
be avoided. Moreover, in the case when resonance absorption
is calculated from these solutions, the oscillating solu-
tions in the Greuling Goertsel equations, can result in the
instability, of the whole set of equations solved by the co-
de. Such instability has been observed In practical cal-
culations of a reactor with a composition different from
those for which this type of codes is designed. It occured
in the Algol version of BIGG [1,2,3] .

Since it 1B impractical to increase the number of groups
and revaluate existing libraries, in order to be able to use
В1ОД for all possible mixtures of elements we have designed
a now difference scheme assuring positive solutions. The
great advantage of the difference scheme proposed consists
in the fact that the improved version of any code based on



the Greuling Goertzel approximation can be obtained by a
s l ight modification of the ex i s t ing -version with no increase
in the execution time nor storage requirements.

2. TEE DIFFEREflTIAL EQUATIONS

The commonly used spectral codes applying a Greuling
Goertzel slowing down model combined with the B1 approxi-
mation of the neutron transport equation solve the f o l l o -
wing se t of equations / s e e , eg. [4] / :

S ( S I )

wh«ire u. denotes the lethargy -Tariable



"Po пииЬег of Qreuling Goertzel elements
$00 neutron flux
3 ^ neutron current
«Ц.Ш.) slowing down density for f-th light element
<tF0i) slowing down density for heavy elements
fy(u) anisotropic slowing down density
В buckling
S(M) source tern including fissions, leakage and

inelastic scattering

total macroscopic cross section

" (IL) average slowing down power for heavy elements

Qvc. coefficients of Greuling Goertzel expansion [4] ..

The equation (id) for the anisctropic slowing down den&ity
is often neglected for elements heavier than beryllium.

The set of equations (1) is solved with the initial
condition

L to) • p + со) * сц со) — О .

3
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3. THE FINITE DIFFERENCE APPROXIMATION

To solve the set (1) consisting of JH2f equations we
have to approximate the set of differential equations Ъу а
finite difference scheme. The choice of the lethargy mesh
is performed according to the compromise between the accu-
racy of the solution and the running time of the code. The
number of lethargy intervals for that type of codes is
usually limited to 40 - 70 • The BIGG code applies up to 40
lethargy intervals. All the material parameters are given
as a set of average values for the fixed lethargy mesh and
can be treated as stepwise functions. Let x. denote the
average value of a function x(u} in the interval (uk_, ,uj

The unknown functions are of two types. To the first
type belong ф cu.) and ^lu.) whose derivatives do not appear
in Eqs. (la-el and hence after a standard discretisation
procedure only their average values over the corresponding
lethargy interval are present in the difference equations.
To the second group belong the slowing down densities qf f

р̂ f<łp* The integration over the lethargy interval gives
for q f»p f fq F average values in the interval and values at
the boundaries of the intervals as well. Finally the dif-
ference equations for the k-th lethargy interval ( и ы ,uj,
where кв1,...,К , are the following:



(Зо)

(3d)

with the initial condition:

where cwKa«u.k-u.tt.l , and the index in parenthesis denotes
the value at the interval boundary.

To get the proper number of unknowns in the set (3)a
relation between the average and the point values of slowing
down densities is needed. We assume that the average value
in the interval is equal to the linear combination of bou-
ndary values which can be written in the most general form:

^ | x ( k M ) (4)

04 6-

where x stands for <łf»Pf от q-.
Such an assumption has been suggested to the author by

Lathrop [5] .



The difference equations for the functions q^ tPf»<łp
included in Eqs.(3) are of the following forms

(5)

where f ц involves an external source and unknown functions
other than Х(*>

Substituting (4) into (5) we obtain:

The BIGG code uses -fr (<ty* M » e ( p f ) *)
e-£

The other codes use always the value 1/2.
Prom Eq. (б) it is seen that for some values A K and u K

the value 1 /2 may give negative values of x сю even for po-
sitive 4 ̂  . Such negative solutions for the slowing down
density of elements heavier than deuterium for some practi-
cal reactor compositions in BIGG and GRACE [6] have been
observed»

These negative solutions, although without a direct
physical interpretation^ are obtained within the limits of
the difference approximation applied, and presumably do not
influence the stability of the set (3) .
In the case of BIGG or GRACE which apply a special resona-
nce treatment a different situation arises. Here the effe-
ctive resonance cross section in a lethargy group is cal-
culated from the solution in previous groups. This means
that to the finite difference equations (3) an additional



condition is added which results in a nonlinearity of Bqs. (f) t
as the total cross section is in that case a functional of the
fluxes in all preceding lethargy intervals, and the currentecd
slowing down density calculated in the previous lethargy inter-
val,

The group resonance absorption cross sections are expres-
sed as

*o

U~P* £° (7)

where Ytb is the asymptotic flux before achieving the reso-
nance, calculated from $• , 1^1,...,k-1, J. ,, and material
constants,

§ is the number density of the resonance element lf
j is a fraction of the resonance intergral of the ele-

ment I, corresponding to the k-th lethargy group.
If the slowing down density in one of the lethargy in-

tervals becomes negative, and the flux is still positive ,
(as calculated from the slowing down density in the previous
interval) the formula (7) changes its character as the
expression under the exponent in Eq.(7) becomes positive .
This leads immediately to a meaningless value of the resona-
nce escape probability p-, greater than unity, and the sQBtem
(3) together with Eq. (7) becomes unstable. Such instability
has been observed in the calculations performed by BIGG,
when the negative solution for the slowing down density ob-
tained in the resonance region, led to a break down of the
computing process.



4 . ЭСНВНВЗ ASSURIHG PO 31TIVI TY OF SOLUTION 3
i

The existence of negative solutions for quantities
which have a direct physical interpretation and a possibility
of instabilities caused by that for certain reactor composi-
tions are not acceptable for the numerical approximation ado-
pted in a standard code. In this paper we propose a simple
improvement in the code removing the above described difficul
ties. Let ue examine the equation which represents any of the
equations in the set (1) for q^»pf» and q_ :

X CU.) 4 ^ - + X (LL) « f CU.) ( 8 )
oLu

The finite difference counterpart of this equation is given by
Bq. (*>) . According to the assumption of a fixed library A (u.) a*id
4f Cu>> are stepwise functions. The initial condition is x(0)=O.
Let us rewrite Eqo (6) which is obtained from Eq. (5) by intro-
ducing the approximation (4) in the form:

where

The initial condition is xo=0.

The simplest elimination of negative solutions introduced by
a finite difference approximation can be achieved by a sui-
table choice of the weighting factor •©• (x> k) . Thus it should
be:

co K

As this condition specifies only the lower bound for the
weighting factor, there arises a question which value of

8



from the interval (.1~"5гЦ] assuring positivity should
be applied in the code. We propose therefore the value leading
to the smallest error of finite difference approximation.

For that purpose we find first the analytic solution of
Eq.(8) in an aribitrary.point u^ with the initial condition
x(0)=0.

Integrating (8) w*» get:

or, making use of the stepwise character of Atu.) and 44u)

n+t

where

(12)

к
and the convention 3T(4— a^^i is used.

Wc+l
On the other hand the solution of (9) is

03)

A sufficient condition that the error of the difference
approximation is equal to zero is:

Making use of definitions (Ю) and (12) the condition 04)

can be written:

9



*-•«•(—5Ć5-)- t » » , * 5 , A (15>

Solving 05) for-в-Сх, к) we obtain:

For Ф(х,к.) given by (16) the solution of the difference
equation becomes the solution of Eq. 8

The value of -S-fok) for -5^ tending to infinity i s :

Lim

and for tending to zero

Vx^T 1 e x p C ^ )
Thus the best values of 6-Оцк) lie in the interval

| i 07)

The value <Mx,k) d / 2 applied traditionally in spectral codes
appears to be the beet value for a limiting case of infinite-
simal mesh intervals and as these codes often apply rather
large mesh intervals, they never find solutions with a zero
error. Using -в-(к,к)=1/2 the smallest errors are obtained for
compositions with largest X*. values e.g. for light elements.
The biggest ones appear in equations for heaviest elements.
Some examples of the best «в- (*,к) values for mesh intervale and
Л.Ц. values used in the BIGG library for q- . are presented
in Table 1. '

In case of q^ and p f we have X» \+ and A^M-f , respe-
ctively, for Оф the situation is a little more complicated .

10



First we «rite

м

where C l rn) i s the number density of the m-th Fermi element.
Using Bq. (18) and substituting Eq.de} in Eq. (la) we get

where S does not inolude ąJ? By comparing i t with Bq.(8)
we find the function A for each heavy element

where ( t в" J i s the microscopic slowing down power for the
m-th Fermi element.

However, for Fermi elements "9"(4pł )̂ i & very close to
unity for the practical values of «к • Thus i t i s reasonable
to take

which corresponds to

(19)

5. PROGRAMME REALISATION

Using the r e s u l t s of the above considerations we arrive
at the fol lowing set of a lgebraic equations .to be solved by
the new vers ion of the code:

11



А

k-4,...,X

In Eq.(20e) the simplifying aesvimption (19) was introduced.
The most important feature of Eqs. (20) is that the new

coefficients consist of exponents of library constants.More-
over, the Greuling Goertzel constants appearing in exponents
are not present in equations in any other form. This fact
enables us to replace the library constants -Xf, к and M-foK.
in the code library by the exponents e~"*^f»K and e"10*/^,^
respectively. During the programme execution the tables "of
these exponent values are read into -the etorage occupied
previously by *-fłk. and дд-^к , and the coefficients of
equations are calculated according to Eqs.(20ctd) . This way
the time consuming exponentiation procedure is avoided.

As a result we have got a slightly modified library of
the same length as before, and a code working within the
same etorage and programme organisation, with coefficients,
the calculation of which consists of three arithmetic ope-
rations less (per group, per Greuling Goertzel element)than
before. The detailed description of changes needed in the
Algol version of the BIGG programme is given in Appendix A.

12
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The code BIGG-S based on the above ideas has been put
into operation and tested against the typical reactor coin-
positions. Some results illustrating the differences in
slowing down densities calculated by the old and new diffe-
rence schemes can be seen in Table 1. The corresponding di-
fferences in the neutron flux spectrum vary from the order
of 10$ in the highest energy groups, to less than 1$ in the
lowest groups.

The multigroup spectral codes with one-dimensional
spatial dependence, as [7] and [в] иве also the Greuling
Goertzel equations in a finite difference approximation .
The idea of a rigorous solution in each lethargy interval
is easily applicable also to these codes. The change would
involve only the substitution of coefficients of Greuling
Goertzel equations by the corresponding exponents same as
in Eqs. (20c,d) . These new accurate coefficients would
then enter the basic equations solved in all spatial poinis
and lethargy groups by the previous algorithm. The final
form of improved formulas in the notation applied in [8] is
given In Appendix B.
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TABLE 1

The influence of weighting factors on the finite difference
error in slowing down density.

Element

H

D

Be

С

0

Al

Best

3

0.527

0.542

0.676

0.721

0.794

0.852

values of •

14

0.573

0.623

0.842

0.879

0.908

0.945

25

0.523

0.537

0.644

0.684

0.730

0.817

Errors in

3

0.7

1.5

10.6

24.1

32.6

44.8

14

0.6

0.1

4.3

13.5

4.3

97.8

«1^-1/2

25

0.01

0.03

0 . 2

0.04

0 . 2

4.8
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APPENDIX A

KODIFICATIONS OF THE BIGG CODE BASED ON A RIGOROUS SOLUTION

OP GREULING GOERTZEL EQUATIONS

The change8 In the programme leading to the improved
solution consist of two points:

/a/ The change of the code library:

This requires a programme obtained by a simple modification
of the programme for library printout which calculates the
exponents and writes them on the fields r+,j and Zf,j , respe-
ctively. The notation used in this appendix is the same as
in Reference [5] .
/b/ The change in the programme:

This requires the change in the block calculating coefficie-
nts for difference equations. Six coefficients have to be
changed and this results in replacing six lines in the Algol
vereion of the programme which are now as follows:

ДО [2+il :=1 ;

АО [2xt+i] t=-ND [£] * CONST [ i , 1, fl * 0 -CONST [ i , 2, j]) /UELU [j] ;

BO [2+i] :=CONST fr,2, j]x XO [2+i] ;

AO[3+fO+i] : = 1 ;

AO[2*t+1+fO+i] s=-ND[ilxCONST[i,3,j]x(i-CONST[i,4»j])/DELU[j] ;

BO [3+f 0+i] :=CONST [ i , 4, j] x XO [5+f O+i] ;

15



APPENDIX В

The ffiultigroup one dimensional P1 equations using the
rigorous solutions of Greuling Goertzel equations are:

(B.t)

vhere
i

m

<Be2)

(B.3)

and the equations have been written in the notation used
in [8] .

The group slowing down densities are then calculated
from:

(B.4)

exchanging Sqs. (4) and (5) in [в] .
The change of equations solved by the programme leads

to a change of corresponding coefficients calculated during
the programme execution. If we again adopt the meaning of

16



symbole and subscripts of £81 and apply the definition
we get the following formulas replacing Eqs. (6-9) in [

(I E \ + D в

(B.6)

3D B ^ Ę — ^ - ( B j \ . CB.7)

_m _,
СВ.8)

17
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A P I E И Й I X

begin comment BIGG-Б library program «an be used for writing the library
on a magnetic tape with the label 3*,10 g*Tp 11 Ш 19 H) 33,
and(or) for printing the library data from that tape;

boolean form1,form2,int,bo;
integer i,J,k,l,m,n,s,p,q;
integer array JLAR[1 :1 ] ;
boolean array fa[1 :1 Jj
array U,S[1:39],№SI[1:30,1 :UO],SIG[1:6,1 :U0],
CO4ST[1 :U,1 :W],WAR[1 : j j J , [ ] [ ]
A[1:6,1:7],NYD,aETA[1:7J;
procedure fileuark;
begin

i f bo then
begin Ыоск1п(а,Гш,0);

i:»status(q,k)
end elae
begin blockout,( 5,1, fm, 0) ;

i:»statue(3»lt)
;
i f 1Й then begin writetext(f<error in

goto FINIS
endi
endi
procedure tape(le,ar);

integer le; array ar;
begin integer m,n,p,moj

;

i<EP:if bo then begin ЫосХ1п(ц,аггпю);п:=з1а^в(а,р) епй- else
be;;ln blockout( 5 • l e . ar. i f m=0 then mo else mo+4);

n:=etntus(3»p)
end;
m:=m+l;
JX igWa<2 then
oegin drive(1,-i

goto ł

^ p + then
begin writechar(6'+);

i f bo then writetext(f<error in library reading»
elae writetext(^<error in library writing?1);

goto KIMIS
end

end of tape;

formi :

eelect(3);
writetext({< в bigg librarył);
tapetest(3,3,102101110191233,3,-1 )i
q:-1;

select(!7);
vritetext({<Jrograra ^);
e:»lyn;
if e-=39 then writetext(f<rints the library?; else

19



£ *"Й2 then vr l tetext(f^tea the library oa a magnetic tape- the input
tape with library neededf) elae

writet*xt(f<etoree the library on a magnetic tape and performs the control
prints)

select(8);

begin eo—ent reading of „he library from tape begins;
wrltetextlTOrogram will store the library on a magnetic
vritecr;

m:-tapeteet( 1,1,1J?^0l 1101910^3, Ь-1) i
vritechar(68)j
vritecr; wrltecr;

2m „IX
vrltechar(6U)i
tirltetext(><urong input
goto FINIS

pW/)
tape(39,s);

a p O ^ ) ;
tape(39,fi)i

for l:»1 step 1 agtll 7 d£

T
p:-«AR(3J;
tap(
bo:
tape(,
tape(pxUO,ypsi)j

flle»ark;
bo:-true;
fllenark;
for 1:-1 step 1 until U

l ( 3 R 7

bo:-true
end;
fllemark;
boz-f^lae;
filemark;
bo:-true;

p r b )
tape(7,a£TA);

( )

p ( 7 ^ i
tape(laOtAia);
s[ i] i -u[U;
ISC lJ"2 rtff> ' unUl 39 do

20



fojr U«' avev 1 until 26
begin bo:»true;

tape(2,lD);
(

W 1<3 then tape(l60,CCMST);

i f l^B then begin
for k:»1 step 1 until 39 do

i f CCNST[2,k]4o then ~~
begin CCMSr[2,kJ:=ej<p(-S[k]/CCMST[2,k]);

ССИЯГ[Ц,к] :=exp(-S[k]/CUTłST[it,kJ);
endj
tepe(l6O,CCHST);

: end;

filemark;
boг-false;
filemark;
bo;«true;
tape(7,BETA);

writecr;
writetext(^<Hbrary has been stored on the magnetic tape-station

end of sending to tape;
if. s+22 then
begin coament print of the library;

wri.techar(72);
rewind(3);
rewindO );

wrltetext(><listing of bigg cross-3ectian library,June 1969^);
writeo:; writecr;

writetext(f<P8i function library?);
vritecr» writecr;
writetext(^groupejjblethargyJjjtJULBOurce sp.r)» writecr;
tape(39,U);
tape(39,s);
for J :-1 step 1 unt i l 39 to
begin write lnteger(int,O);

writedmVforml ,U[j ] , s[ j ] } ;
writecr

end,;
for l:«1 etep 1 unt i l 7 d£
begin writecher(63);

writecr; writecrj
)p(,

k:-WAK[l ] ;
p:-«AR[3lt writechar(O);
writetext(i<libŁnuia>er<łxr8PhaXMjLjU.n of
writeca:i
write int*®er(5, nMnt,k);

( [ ] )w r e ( b [ ) i
write inteeerd irf/ int, p);

21



tape(pAO,*SI); wrltechar(72);

1£ p>iJthen begin

XSL^-' .S»} da
begin for J :»1 step 1 until UO do

begin write lnteger(int, j)}
tor n:-l step 1 until 10
wrlte(i vbftoru2,15?8Il(k-
writecr

еш};
writechar(68);
wrltechar(72) end

end elee
for J :«1 atep 1 until hO do
begin wrlteer;

write integer(int,j);
n:-ł step 1 until p do

end of res elemj
fllemarK;
for l:«l step 1 until U do
begin tape(3,Uili7i

writechar(68);
vrltecrj wrltecri
writetext(i<Llb number, .raphf.,... .n of
writecr;
write integer(i mV int,k.);
wrlte(formł,WAR[2j)i
write integer(int,p);

wrltecr; writecrj
for j :»l atep l until W) do
begin writecr;

write integer(lntjl);
for i:«t step 1 until p do
writeQ aVfome, №SI[l,jT)i

end;
writechar(68); fileaarkj
wrltecr; wrltecr;
vrltetext(^Kfl3eion data for res abs elements and inelastic matrix^);
writecr; writecr;

( )
«pe(7»*TA);

writetext(4K. ...A.. Tnyo(.l ),m,
wrltecr; wrltecr;
for J ;»1 stęp 1 until 7 d£
begin write int«ger(lnt,J);

wrlte(forBe,HYD[j ] , { J
wrltecr;

end;
writeehar(72)j
tape(>20,Al»);

f_or. J:-ł BteP 1 until J"> do
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begin £O£ k:-l step 1 until i do
begin i£k-11 then vrttecr; i:- l+1;

write Cform2,Al»[l]);
end.;
writecr;

end;
vritechar(68); writechar(72)i
for 1:«1 atep 1 until 28 <|o
begin tape(2,ID);

croaa-aectiona for гв ele«*>ntr

i£ ^ then t«pe(i6O,0fflSr);
writechar(63)i
writecr; writecr;

imiMi
writetext(^<Hbrery n
write integer(int,k);
for l:-l step 1 until 10 jjo writechar(O)»

l X ^ ТЯ7

в!я( f) alg( 1)

write(formiyL«,SIG[i,j]);

vrite(foree,ID[2 J);
wrltecher(72)i writechar(O);
writetext (>< (
writecr; writecr;
for i :»1 step 1 until kQ §o
begin write integer(int,«T);
for i:«1 step 1 until 6 ̂ o

writecr
end;
i£ 1<8 then
begin writechar(68);
writechar(ja)» writechar(O);
writetextfiK teta( star).. .квдда........К
writecr; writecr;
Год J :-I step 1 until W do
begin write integer(int,J)»

for i:-l step 1 until h jo. wrlte(foretV2m,OOBBT[i,4]);
writecr

ig( я )

гг);

end;
end over elements;
fileaark;

wrltechar(68);
writechar(72)» ,
vritetext(><4lelayed neutron date»;
writecr; writecr;
writetext(j<.;..... .beta(i )
writecr; writecr;
for J :-1 aV?P 1 until 7 d£
begin write integer(int,j);e(I*tfona2,ffirAlj])»

g j k:«1 atep 1 until 6 dfi write(lmVfor«G#Alk,j ]};
writecr

fj£;
rewlnd(1);
writeciiar(66);

of print;
of progras;


